LIONS, OTTERS, GOLDEN
RETRIEVERS, BEAVERS

OH
MY!
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This may come as a shock to some of
you, but we have Lions, Otters, Golden
Retrievers, and Beavers running around
our dental offices!
After the biggest failure of my
corporate America career, I was
introduced to DISC Personality
Assessments using the Critter
Model. I have used the DISC Critter
Model ever since, but it was a long,
hard lesson I had to learn.
Allow me to take you back in time
to when I was chosen to create
and lead the newly dedicated
implementation team for the
company at which I worked.
Allowed free rein, I created all of
the standard operating protocols,
hired the staff, and managed client
implementations. After hiring
others who had similar strengths to
mine, my vice president decided
to reorganize the department. He
took my AWESOME “just like me”
people away and gave them to
another senior director. He gave
me people that I perceived as
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“less than awesome”. I began to
yell, “You are setting me up to fail
giving me these people – they are
NOTHING like me!” It is amazing
that I was still employed after my
rant, but the V.P. sat there perfectly
calmly with a smile on his face. I
saw that I was getting nowhere, so
I stormed out of his office.
Fast forward to several months in
the future when we were faced
with a HUGE industry issue for
our implementations. I was sitting
in my office when one of my staff
walked in, slapped a report down
on my desk, and stormed out of
the office by slamming the door.
You see? My team knew I thought
they were “less than awesome”,
and they were sick and tired of
the way I was treating them. After
this person left, something inside
of me said, “Tamara, you need to
read this.” I read the document
and could not believe my eyes!
One of these “less than awesome
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people” had just solved the issue!!!
I was completely dumbfounded
because in my eyes, he wasn’t
smart enough, or fast enough, to
figure this out…but here it was, the
solution that the entire industry is
still using twenty years later.
I knew I had to let my V. P. know
that this issue had been resolved.
The moment I walked into his
office, the lightbulb came on and
I began to eat humble pie. I told
him that I finally understood why
he had reorganized the entire
department. If you haven’t figured
it out yet, I am a Lion and I had
hired all Lions because Lions are
AWESOME!
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The life lesson that my V. P. taught me
by reorganizing our department is
that high-performing teams must
have a mixture of Lions, Otters,
Golden Retrievers, and Beavers.
He knew that my team of Lions
would ultimately fail because
we didn’t have the relationshipbuilding people (Otters). We didn’t
have the calm people (Golden
Retrievers). And we didn’t have the
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data people (Beavers). Prior to the
reorganization, the Otters, Golden
Retrievers, and Beavers were “less
than awesome”.

communication style.

After the reorganization, Lions,
Otters, Golden Retrievers, and
Beavers were MORE THAN
AWESOME!

1. Hiring new team members via
an 8-step interview process.
Yes, it works even during
COVID staffing shortages!

Once I learned this life lesson, I
knew I had one more major task
to complete. I had to go to those
“less than awesome” people and
beg for forgiveness. I vowed that
I would learn who they were,
learn what made them tick,
and learn how to align my Lion
communication style to their style
in order to communicate more
effectively. And then the strangest
thing happened. THEY FORGAVE
ME!!! Several of them would
continue to follow me throughout
my career. Not because I was a
Lion, but because I was a Lion
willing to learn about Otters,
Golden Retrievers, and Beavers.
From that point forward, I have
always had a variety of all the
critters in my organization.

2. Facilitating team meetings.
Giving examples of how conflict
gets resolved through DISC
Critter Model communication.

What does this have to do with a
dental office? EVERYTHING!
We all have characteristics of each
personality style of Lion (D), Otter
(I), Golden Retriever (S), and Beaver
(C), but we have a dominant style
that is our happy place. Learning
to flex and communicate your
style with another personality type
is a win-win. A win for you because
you get the result you want and
need with a positive mindset. A
win for the other person because
the act of flexing your style shows
you respect and value them
as people…even though they
have a different personality and

We use the DISC Critter Model
in three key areas of dental office
operations:

3. Communicating with patients.
Yes, your patients are Lions,
Otters, Golden Retrievers and
Beavers too!

EIGHT-STEP CRITTER INTERVIEW
PROCESS
We use Dental Post for our job
postings because DP has a tenquestion DISC assessment that
candidates complete.
1. Determine which personality
type you need for the open
position. For example, Otters
make the BEST front desk
people because Otters build
relationships and love to talk.
Beavers are PERFECT OSHA/
HIPAA/Compliance
Officers
because they pay attention to
detail.
2. Search
the
Dental
Post
resumes. If a candidate has
not completed their DISC
assessment, we move on to the
next candidate that completed
their profile. If they have
completed their profile, review
the DISC profile to see if they
are a fit for the position you are
hiring. If I am looking for an
Otter, then I will pass over all
Lions, etc.
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3. Share candidate resumes with
the office team members. The
dental world is small, so odds
are your current folks may
know the candidate.
4. Contact candidates that fit your
Critter job profile. Schedule the
cultural/clinical interview.
5. Facilitate the Cultural and
Clinical
interview
using
questions tailored to the DISC
Critter Model to learn more
about the candidate. The
dentist conducts the clinical
interview and I conduct the
cultural interview.
6. Debrief after the Cultural and
Clinical interview to determine
if you will extend an invitation
for a working interview.
7. Schedule the working interview.
Debrief with current staff after
the working interview.

8. Extend the offer to your Lion,
Otter, Golden Retriever, or
Beaver.

MONTHLY TEAM MEETINGS
1. Prior to your first meeting when
you introduce the DISC Critters
to your team, have them take
the ten-question assessment
found in Dental Post (or use
the more extensive questions
that are free on the internet)
to determine their dominant
Critter. Tell them to keep it a
secret.
2. At the first meeting, have the
team guess the Critter for
each person. After everyone
has guessed, have each team
member reveal their dominant
Critter.
3. Review a new style each month
to learn how to effectively
communicate with other styles.
Review what each style likes,
dislikes, blind spots, etc.

4. Once all styles have been
reviewed, ask the team to
bring one example each month
regarding how they effectively
communicated with another
Critter in the office.

PATIENT COMMUNICATION
1. Determine patient Critters
based on interaction with the
front desk or in the operatory.
2. Note the patient Critter style in
the Family File for future use
to better communicate in their
dominant style.
Once you begin using the DISC
Critter Model in the dental office,
you will quickly find that Lions,
Otters, Golden Retrievers, and
Beavers are EVERYWHERE!
One last tip from this Lion: take the
time to learn and embrace your
teams’ differences…you’ll be glad
you did! n

Receiving claim payments
shouldn’t be so hard.
Get paid up to 20 days faster
with Zelis.
Accurate, automated payments, at scale.
Learn more at zelis.com
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